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"Elder Hiltons, right? Well, what do you intend to do about this?" all of a sudden, Leon, who sat in his wheelchair in silence all

this while, spoke.

"Who are you?" Devon turned to glance at Leon with a rather dubious look, uncertain who this man was.

"Grandpa, this is Leon Wolf!" Joel explained.

"It's you!" Devon was shocked by this. Considering this was the man who established two powerful companies- Elegante Group

and Cynthion Group-at such a young age, he expected Leon to be a powerful and formidable man.

He never once imagined that the famed Leon Wolf would turn out to be a sickly, rather pale-looking man in a wheelchair!

However, unbeknownst to him, Leon was looking frail simply because he entered a temporary weak phase, and was not usually

a sick man at all!

Otherwise, Joel would never have fallen victim to him over and over!

"Alright, you twat, I'll be frank with you. You crippled Seth, and you're going to pay a price forthat. I'll give you one last chance-if

you offer up Cynthion Group right this instant as compensation to the Golans, we will consider letting you off the hook! If not, I'm

afraid that today will be the last day you walk this earth!" Devon laid out his terms in a rather

disdainful tone. It was clear that he did not think much of Leon at all, after seeing his state!

"So it is true that you Hiltons are just after Cynthion Group all along!" Angus was stunned to learn this. He wondered why the

Hiltons were so unrelenting to take down Leon, even after knowing his connection to the Thompsons. Now, he finally understood

that not only were the Hiltons after Elegante Group, but they even had their sights set on Cynthion Group as well, which was a

far more powerful and attractive prize!

It was no wonder the Hiltons would stop at nothing for this!

However, Angus was not the only one shocked to hear this- even Alan and the rest of the Hughes were equally taken aback!

They all thought that Cynthion Group was a part of the Scammells' assets, and were surprised to learn that it belonged to Leon!

However, on second thought, they realized it made sense. Since Leon was capable of bringing Darius back from the brink of

death, it was safe to say that he possessed outstanding medical expertise.

Only someone as gifted as Leon would be capable of producing so many miraculous drugs and herbs-a feat that no one in the

entire Southern region and perhaps the entire Sky County ever achieved!

There was no way the Scammells could have pulled this off!

"Elder Hiltons, you are a member of one of the most prestigious families in the Southern region, and yet you're

trying to steal someone else's property based on power dynamics! Aren't you at all worried that you'll become the laughingstock

of the town once this gets out?" Leon snapped.

"Shut up, you twat! I've already told you my condition, so you can either choose to hand over Cynthion Group, or die on your

terms! The ball is in your court!" Devon replied coldly.

"No! There's no way I'd hand over Cynthion Group just like that. You should get your head out of the clouds for once!" Leon

retorted, sneering. It was clear that he did not take Devon's threat seriously at all.
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